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LANGUAGE is a sacred GIFT. LANGUAGE is a mysterious SUBSTANCE we are conceived with in our 
MOTHER’S WOMB. At the beginning, IT reveals ITSELF in the shape of CRYING, which, regardless of changing 
later into fixed transferable sound units, namely, NUMBERS and WORDS, never leaves us in the lurch, sometimes 
because of our SHEER HAPPINESS, sometimes because of our PIERCING SADNESS. 
So far, however, scientists have been unable to signify the CONSTITUENTS of CRYING, which, more or less, 
sounds like the SPEECH of BIRDS, of ANIMALS, and of PLANTS. They also have failed to decode CRYING 
in semantic terms. Hence, the following questions arise automatically: Is CRYING a kind of SPEECH? Does 
CRYING consist of WORDS whose meanings are unidentifiable? Does CRYING convey particular 
THOUGHTS and MESSAGES? Why can’t our ears catch CRYING? Does CRYING vary within the SAME 
MAN, and from MAN to MAN? Why does CRYING remain UNREPEATABLE? Why doesn’t CRYING help 
HUMAN COMMUNICATION? Why can’t CRYING be put to PAPER? Why is CRYING untranslatable? Why 
do we, despite our NATIONALITY or MOTHER TONGUE, seem to produce the same CRYING PATTERNS? 
Why are MOUTH and EYES simultaneous sources of CRYING? Why is CRYING accompanied with TEARS? 
What is the difference between US and ANIMALS concerning CRYING? Why didn’t CRYING cease to exist 
after the birth of NUMBERS and WORDS? Why does the BIBLE say ‘FIRST WAS THE WORD’ instead of 
saying ‘FIRST, WAS, IS, AND WILL BE, CRYING?’ 
The keys to open the GATES of this daily CHEOPS got lost when we began to disdain, neglect and disregard 
CRYING. Substantial pieces of EVIDENCE of HUMAN ACTIVITY show that we have become MASTERS of 
the ART of CAUSING CRYING instead. 
LANGUAGE is a scared GIFT because IT consists of CRYING, NUMBERS and WORDS; because CRYING, 
NUMBERS and WORDS are built up of SOUNDS; because SOUNDS are the ‘colours’ of the SOUL’S LIGHT, 
namely, of the MIND’S SUN; because LANGUAGE, SPIRIT and SOUL are the INSEPARABLE PARTS of a 
SINGLE WHOLE, which create one another successively, travelling back and forth from the SKY to the BODY, 
and VICE VERSA. 
Hence, the SPIRIT contains the SOUL; the SOUL contains the LANGUAGE; and the LANGUAGE contains 
both the SPIRIT and the SOUL. 
Hence, all BREATHING BEINGS, be them HUMANS, ANIMALS or THINGS, have THEIR own 
INDIVIDUAL LANGUAGES. 
Hence, LANGUAGE is a living, fragile FLOWER of unusual BEAUTIES and unrevealed SECRETS. 
Moreover, the SACREDNESS of PATTERNS exists only in the LANGUAGE, any other work or activity related 
to human minds and hands excluded. Thus, for instance, we cannot produce a pair of ordinary shoes without 
taking the measure of foot, without making the required mould, without having the required leather, without 
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finding the required needle, thread, glue, and other necessary, relevant raw materials. Then, what is the force that 
makes SOUNDS stick together in each separate WORD? Why don’t THEY fall apart? Why don’t THEY scatter 
on the ground when THEY cross the threshold of our lips? Why don’t THEY collide with one another? Why 
don’t THEY get entangled? Why don’t THEY stand in one another’s way, creating ‘TRAFFIC JAMS’ in our 
CONVERSATIONS? Why don’t THEY break into pieces? Why don’t THEY get wet? Why don’t THEY stop 
moving in the air? Why do THEY always travel all over the universe at a fascinating speed matching that of 
LIGHT? Why don’t THEY get shot and killed by thunderbolts? Why don’t THEY mix up with mists, or clouds, 
or dust, or dew, or rain, or hail, or snow, and return to the EARTH? Why can’t THEY be caught by our eyes? 
Why can’t THEY be touched by our hands? Why don’t THEY enter the interlocutor’s mouth or nose as flies do? 
Of course, the proponents of the belief that MAN is the DESCENDANT of the APE cannot provide adequate 
answers to such questions. 
So, using WORDS, and even worse, raping WORDS, to distort LANGUAGE intentionally or to ruin ONE’S 
LIFE, is a the DEADLIEST SIN, which leads to the destruction of the CREATOR’S sanctified PROPERTY. 
Additionally, one can come to the conclusion that the first musical instrument, the most perfect one, to say the 
least, is MOUTH. We can use MOUTH and NOSE to BREATHE in and out, yet we cannot use the latter to 
SPEAK or SING… 
LANGUAGE is a sacred GIFT because WORD has three SOULS: (1) the HEAVENLY SOUL; (2) the HUMAN 
SOUL; and (3) the SEMANTIC SOUL: THEY form a UNIFIED WHOLE melting into VOICE – their 
ESSENCE and their EXPRESSION – which never DIES or PERISHES. Thus, all WORDS, these wonderful, 
heavenly, ineradicable, immortal, and flowing TRUTHS, live forever, flying simultaneously from MOUTH to 
MOUTH, and from MOUTH to SPACE and PAPER. Otherwise, we would have become speechless. 
LANGUAGE enables us to SHARE KNOWLEDGE in TIME and SPACE. LANGUAGE enables us to SPEAK 
and SHUT UP. LANGUAGE enables us to LAUGH and WEEP. LANGUAGE enables us to EMBRACE LOVE 
and HATE, PEACE and WAR, FREEDOM and OPPRESSION, FRIENDSHIP and HOSTILITY, PROGRESS 
and BACKWARDNESS. LANGUAGE enables us to TRANSLATE OURSELVES into OTHERS, as well as 
OTHERS into OURSELVES. LANGUAGE enables PERFECTION and MISTAKE and FAULT. Thus, 
LANGUAGE enables both GOD and EVIL. 
LANGUAGE is the FLESH and BLOOD of THOUGHT. LANGUAGE is DYNAMIC and STATIC. Thus, no 
HUMAN ACTIVITY can be PERFORMED without the help of and outside LANGUAGE. 
LANGUAGE is the ROOT, the TREE, the BRANCH, the LEAF, the FLOWER, the FRUIT, and the SEED. 
Without LANGUAGE, there is no THOUGHT; without THOUGHT, there is no COMMUNICATION; without 
COMMUNICATION, there is no ACTION; without ACTION, there is no LIFE. Thus, LANGUAGE is LIFE 
itself. 
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